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A Look at the pictures and complete the sentences with the correct prepositions.

B Match the questions with the answers.

1. Where were you yesterday afternoon?    .......   a. I bought it last week. 

2. What did you buy at the bookstore?    .......   b. I woke up at 7 o’clock.

3. Why did you go to the library?    .......   c. She went to the cinema.

4. When did you buy this magazine?    .......   d. I bought a newspaper.

5. Did you finish your homework?    .......   e. I borrowed some books for my homework.

6. Where did Jane go last night?    .......   f. I was at the bookstore in the city centre.

7. Were you at school yesterday?    .......   g. No, I wasn’t. 

8. What time did you wake up yesterday morning?    .......  h. Yes, I did.

The cat is ..................... the box.

The cat is ..................... the boxes.

The cat is jumping  ..................... 
the box.

The cat is ..................... the box. 

The cat is ..................... the box. 

The cat is ..................... the box. 

The cat is ..................... the box.

The cat is ..................... the box.

The cat is ..................... the box.
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C Write the words under the correct pictures.

D Circle the correct option.

1. Jim : What kind of books do you like?
 Kath : - - - - .

 A)  I read 20 pages a day
 B)  I am a real bookworm
 C)  I enjoy reading novels
 D)  J. K. Rowling

2. Liam : Where is the     
   magazine?
 Sydney : It is - - - - the
   coffee table.  

 A)  under B)  in
 C)  near D)  on

3. Which of the following  

Autograph Session
Famous Poetry Author 

Jessica Black

October 15th         5-7 p.m.
Planet Shopping Mall

 questions DOES NOT 
 have an answer on the 
 poster?

 A)  When is the event?
 B)  What is the name of
       the book?
 C)  Who is the author of
       the book?
 D)  Where is the event?

4. Susan : - - - - ? You didn’t come to the park.
 Derek : I was at the bookstore.
 Susan : - - - - ?
 Derek : I bought a magazine. 
 Susan : - - - - ?
 Derek : Yes, I did. 

 Which of the following questions DOES NOT 
complete the conversation above?

 A)  Was your friend with you
 B)  Why did you go there
 C)  Where were you yesterday
 D)  Did you read it

5. James is in the library. He needs to look up the 
meanings of some words in English. 

 

Newspapers Dictionaries Novels

Poetry Books Storybooks Science Books

 James needs one of the books - - - - .

 A)  under the dictionaries
 B)  between the newspapers and the novels
 C)  over the poetry books
 D)  next to the science books

1. ........................................ 3. ........................................

5. ........................................ 7. ........................................

2. ........................................ 4. ........................................

6. ........................................ 8. ........................................

newspaper      magazine      dictionary      e-book      novel      library      bookshelf      author
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A
1. in
2. in front of
3. behind
4. between
5. on
6. next to
7. over
8. under
9. near

B
1. f    2. d    3. e    4. a    5. h    6. c    7. g    8. b

C
1. dictionary
2. novel 
3. magazine
4. e-book
5. library
6. newspaper
7. author
8. bookshelf

D
1. C 2. D 3. B 4. A 5. B  


